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An Exact Sequential Solution Procedure
for a Class of Discrete-Time Nonlinear
Estimation Problems

A6struct- An exact procedure is developed for sequentially updating the
optimal solution for a general discrete-time nonlinear least-squares estimation problem astheprocess length increases and new observations are
obtained. The optimal sequential estimation equationsare derived bymeans of an imbedding on two physically meaningful parameters. namely.
the duration of the dynamical process and the value of the final observation. The optimal sequential estimation equations are contrasted with the
approximate sequential estimation equation.. which would be obtained via
extended Kalman filtering.

under consideration was the sequential least-squares estimation of state variables x ( r ) generated by a noisy nonlinear dynamical system

I. INTRODUCTION

Linear approximations were used to derive sequential leastsquares estimates. The form of the resulting sequential
estimation equations was

D

URING the 1960’s the theory of Sridhar filtering for
continuous-timenonlinear processeswasdeveloped
and applied in a series of studies [1]-[3]. The basic problem
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i(r)=F(x(r))+E(t).

t€[O,T]

(1)

where observations y( t ) were obtained in the form
y(t)=x(l)+q(l),

tE[O,T].

(2)

d.?
-(T)=F(.f(T))+2P(T)[y(T)-.?(T)]
dT

(3a)

-dP
( T ) =dT
2P(T)Ff(Z(T))-2P(T)P(T)-% 1

(3b)

where k denotesa weighting factor in the least squares
criterion function. Equations (3) are analogous in form to
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the well-known extended Kalman filter equations based on
successive dynamical equation linearization and application of ordinary Kalman filter estimation [4].
In the intervening years much progress has been made in
developing and refining approximate sequential estimation
schemes for nonlinear systems [5]-[14]. However, parallel
progress that has been made [15] in the use of invariant
imbedding methods to treat nonlinear integral equations
suggests that certain perceived difficulties inthe use of
imbedding techniques to obtain exact sequential estimation
solutions for nonlinear systems could possibly be overcome
by a more judicious selection of the boundary value parameters used for the imbedding.
In the present paper, imbedding techniques are used to
develop an exact procedure for sequentially updating the
optimal solution for the discrete-time analog of the basic
Sridharnonlinear least squares estimation problem. The
imbedding is based on two physically meaningful parameters, namely, the duration T of the dynamical process and
the value yT of the final observation. The numerical instability problems which can arise when imbedding is based
on artificially introducedparametersarethus
avoided.
Moreimportantly, this choice of imbeddingparameters
allows the exact derivation of the optimal sequential estimation equations, without any need for approximations.
Although no statistical assumptionsare used forthe
modeling and observational error terms, the
optimal
sequential estimation equations obtained in the 'linear case
are shown to be analogousin form to the standard Kalman
filter state estimation equations, which presuppose mutually and serially uncorrelated error terms. In contrast, the
optimal sequential state estimation equations obtained in
the nonlinear case are shown not to be analogous in form
to thestandard extended Kalman filter state estimation
equations. Briefly, as will be clarified later, optimal sequential state estimation requires the explicit back updating of
previous state estimates in addition to incremental observational adjustments.
The estimation problem and associated two-point
boundary value problem are developed in Sections I1 and
111. The sequential estimation equations are presented and
interpreted in Section IV. Their derivation is given in
Section V. The final Section VI summarizes the main
results of the paper, and briefly outlines several extensions
to be developed in future papers.
11. THE&TIMATION

PROBLEM

Consider a nonlinear one-dimensional dynamical system
described by

No statisticalassumptions will be used fortheerror
terms E , and ql. Rather, we consider the problem of minimizing the least squares criterion function

1t = O
with respect to
strictions

I=o

J

X ~ ; ~ ~ , X ~. *,, eET p
~ l ,; subject

to the re-

(6b)

o=v(x,+
xT-F(xT-l)-ET-l

where k is a fixed positive scalar weight. Thus, state and
error estimates areto beobtainedat
each time T by
minimizing a sum of weighted squared residual errors.
111. DERIVATION
OF AN ASSOCIATED
TWO-POINT
BOUNDARYVALUEPROBLEM
There are several ways to derive a two-point boundary
value problem representation for the necessary conditions
which must be satisfied by any optimal solution for (6).
The representation established below proved to be particularly useful in the subsequent derivation of a sequential
estimation procedure, for, as seen in Section V, it allows
one to convert the two-point boundary value problem into
an initial value problem via animbeddingonthe
two
physically meaningful parameters T and y T .
Specifically, defining the
Lagrangian
function
by
L ( x , E , p)= W ( x , ~ ) + p V ( x , e )where
,
p=(pl; * -,pT) is a
vector of Lagrange multipliers, the Euler-Lagrange firstorder conditions O=aL/a(x,E, p ) can be expressed in the
form
0=2[x,-y,]+pr-F'(x,)p,+,,

t=O,-..,T-l,
(74
(7b)

O=p0

o=xT

+ f p T-y,

(74

0 = 2 k ~ , - p , +( 7~ 4, t = O ; * * , T - l

o= V(X,E).

(7e)

Straightforward substitution then leads to the
equivalent
two-point boundary value representation for problem (7),
0=2[x,-y,]+p,--F'(x,)p,,,,

t=O;.-,T-l

(84

X,+I=F(X,)+E,,
t=O;--,T-l
(4)
where E , represents an unknown modeling error. The problemunder consideration is the estimation ofthestate
variables x, on the basis of observations y, obtained in the
form
Since the rank of aV/a(x, E ) is T, independently of the
yr = X , +q,,
t=O; . - , T
( 5 ) trajectory point ( x , €)'at which it is evaluated, (8) is necessary for a trajectory of values x , and E , ~ p , 1+ / 2 k to solve
where qr represents an unknown observational error.
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As clarified in Section V, the uniqueness properties
the original cost minimization problem (6). In subsequent
assumed
for the solution of (8) for each T 2 O and y , E
sections it is assumed that (8) hasauniquesolution
(
co,
co)
guaranteethatthe
map /~,HP,-~ definedby
(x,, p,)T=o for each T>O and y , E( - 00,co).For T=O, the
(1
la)
is
one-to-one
and
onto.
Thus, p T +
,) and
unique solution is defined to be x. =yo and po =O. Thus,
x(0,
/3T+l,
T+
1)
in
(1
lb)
and
(1
IC)
are
well-defined
func(8) is sufficient as well as necessary for a solution to (6),
over
(c
o
,
c
o
)
.
as
required
for
the
feasibility
tions
of
assuming a solution to (6) exists.
Finally, it is also assumed in subsequent sections that for of (12) and subsequent step calculations.
The basic recurrence relation (1 la) has an interesting
each T>O and y , E(- c o , 00) the solution to (8) has a
interpretation. For each possible value
for theobunique continuation over the interval [ T, T + 11.
servation yT+I at time T+ 1, (1 la) yields the value &which the observation yT at time T wouldhave hadto
IV. THESEQUENTIAL
BTIMATION
EQUATIONS
equal in order for allprevious state and multiplier estiThe filtering and smoothing equations presented below mates to remain optimal. In other words, giveny,+ I =&-+
provide an exact sequentialprocedure for updating the theny,=P,if and only if i(tlT)=.?(tlT+l) and fi(tlT)=
initial and terminal solution values x. and (x,, p,) for the fi( t(T+ 1) for all t < T. (See Section V.) Thus, [& - y T ] is a
nonlinear two-point boundary value problem (8) when the proxy measure for the amount of back updating required
duration of the process is increased from T to T+ 1 and an at time T+ 1 when an additionalobservation PT+, is
is obtained. Modifications can obtained.
additional observation
The second basic recurrence relation (1 1b) also has an
easily be introduced to allow thesequentialupdating of
interesting
interpretation. For each possible value P,+ for
solution values x, and p , at fixed intermediate time points
the
observation
y,+ at time T+ 1, the corresponding state
t . (See Section V.)
estimate
p,+
I(&-LI)=x(T+
1,
I: T+ 1) for time T+ 1
Let x ( r , P,, T ) and p ( t , P,, T ) denote the tth period
is
a
weighted
average
of
bTA
and
the
statevalue F( pT( 8,))
solution values for (8) when the duration of the process is
generated
by
the
state
function
F(
) evaluated at the
T , TaraO, andthe final observation takes on the value
updated
state
estimate
p,(
&)
=
i
(
T
I
T+
1) for time T. i.e.,
P,, 00 <&. < 00. Define
the state estimate for time T based on the T+2 observaP,(rB+X(T,P,,T),
T 2 0 . -3o<P,<co
( 9 4 tions yo.. . *,y,, &-,. (See Section V.)
For explicit comparison with Kalman filter state estimai(tlT)=x(t,y,,T),
T2r2O
(9b)
tion, suppose the dynamical model takes the linear form
fi(tlT)-p(r,y,,T),
TataO.
(9c)
x,+, = b x , +E,,
r=O;. * ,T- 1
(134
A procedure willnow be given for sequentially updating
t = O , . . . ,T
(13b)
y, =x, +vr$
thesmoothingsolutions
i ( 0 l T ) and filtering solutions
i(
T I T ) and P(T 1 7 ’ ) as the duration of the process in- where h is a nonzero constant. Then [4],the Kalman filter
creases from T to T + 1 and an additional observationyri
state estimate for time T+ 1 takes the form
is obtained, TaO. A justificationfor the procedure is
,~(T+I~T+1)=1(T+l~T)+K,+,[).,_,-1(T+l~T)]
provided in Section V.
Ar time T=O, obtain the first observation y o and store
= b q T p - ) + K T + , [ 4 . , + ,+ ( T I T ) ]
thefunctions po(/30)=fio and ~(O,j3,,0)=/3~. - x < b o <
= [ l - ~ , + , ] b l ( T ~ T ) + K , + l ~ ~ , - l (14)
rx). Output the initial state estimate

j3,-

&+,

,,

y,+
,

,

,

,

/3,+

,

~(olo)=Po(Yo~=Yo.

( 10)

A t rime T 2 0 , in storage areJ’,. pr( -). and x(0, ., T ) . For
each BT in (- co, 00). calculate and store

where the filter gain K T + , is a function of the statistical
characteristics assumed for the error terms E, and q,. Analogously. the optimal state estimate (12a) for time T S 1 in
the present nonstatistical context takes the form
k

where

+

1 kb’d,
1 +k+kb2d,
y,+,, andoutput
Obtainanadditionalobservation
updated filtering and smoothing solutions

the

~ . ( T + l l T + l ) = P , + ,(y*+,)

(12a)

p(~+~JT+1)=2[y,+,-PT+l(YT+I)]
~(0~T+1)=x(0,y,+,,T+1).

(12b)
(12c)

and d, is a recursively defined coefficient for the state
estimator pT( .) which has the linear form
P,(P,)

=d,P,

+c,,

-co<p,<c;c.

However, for the general dynamical model (4) with
nonlinear state function F( -), the extended Kalman filter
state estimate for time T+ 1 takes the form
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x * ( T +1)1IT+

value for the inhomogeneous
term
in process (20) of duration T+ l. By the assumed uniqueness of solutions for (19)
= x * ( T +l I T ) + N T + I I Y T + I - x * ( T + ' I T)]
and (20), there exists some value PT which satisfies the
= F ( ~ * ( T I T ) ) + N ~ + -F(x*(T(T))]
~[Y~+~
functional
equations
=[1-~T+ll~(x*"(~I~))+~T+lYTil

(17)

where
filter
the
gain
isfunction
a
of both the
statistical properties assumed for (E,, q,) and the nominal
state trajectory selected for the state function linearization
[4]. In contrast, the optimal state estimate
(12a) for time
T+ 1 takes the form

x(t,PT+l,T+l)=x(t,PT,T),
~-l(t,PT+l,T+l)=y(t,rBT,T),

(21a)

O G t a T - (21b)

Specifically, PT is given by

(18)
where F(a(TlT+ 1)) cannot be expressed as a linear combination of F(B(T I T ) ) and yT+ Thus,optimalstate
estimation for nonlinear state functions F(.) requires the
explicit back updating of the previous state estimate, in
addition to an incremental observational adjustment.
V.

DERIVATION
OF THE SEQUENTIAL
ESTIMATION
EQUATIONS

Consider the two-point boundary value problem (8) for
arbitrary duration time T20 and arbitrary inhomogeneous
value PT E( - 00,00) for the terminal boundary condition,
view
of
(21), the
four
terminal
values x(T,P,, T ) ,
P(T, B T , TI, w + 1, & + I , T+ 11, and P(T+ L P T + l , T+ 1)
(19a) clearly play a crucial role in (23). Define

0 = 2 [ x , - y f ] + p f - F ' ( X ~ ) ~ , + ~ t=O,..-,T-l
,
In

(194

O'PO
PT =xT

+i P T -

(19d)

Consider now a similar two-point boundary value problem
forthe longer duration time T+ 1 with inhomogeneous
term P T i l E(--oo,m)

yT(j3)~p(T,P,T),

TaO, -00<P<m.

Combining (21), (22), and (24), equations (23) reduce to
(254
0=2[P7- -y,l -F'(PT(PT))YT+l(PTiI)
1
o=P,+I(PT+l)-F(PT(PT))%YT+I(PT+I)

O = ~ [ X , - ~ ~ ] + ~ , - F ' ( X , ) ~t,=+O~, *, * - , T - l
(204
1
O = X ~ + ~ - F ( X , ) - ~ ~ ,t=O;--,T-l
+~,

(20b)

(24b)

(25b)
PT+I =PT+l(PT+l)+fYT+I(PT+l).

(254

The unique continuation property assumed for the solution of problem (8) for each T3O and yT €(-a,
m)
O'PO
(204 ensures that F(pT(BT))+O. Thus, given yT, (25) defines a
between (&+ I , pT+ 1( PT+
and
PT+ I - X 7 - + 1 + iPT+ 1 .
( 2 0 4 recurrencerelation
(&, pT(&.)) which can equivalently be expressed in the
The sequential estimation equations presented in
Section form
IV establish a recursive relationship between the solution
for problem (20) and the solution for (19), assuming these
solutions areuniqueand have uniquecontinuationsfor
each PT and PT, in ( - 00,co)and each T> 0.
To rigorously derive the sequential estimation equations,
it is useful to slightly modify the notation introduced in
Section IV. Thus let x([, B, T ) and p ( t , 8, T ) denote the
t thperiod solution values forproblem (19)when
the
duration of the process is T, T 2 t 2 0 , and the inhomogeneous term is P, - co <PC m. Suppose pT+l is a given
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Specifically, given y,, P,(&), and &, (26a) yields &-+I.
Given P T ( P T ) ? &, and
(26b) yields P T + l ( P T + l ) .
Finally, given
and p,+
(26c) yields
Y,+~(&-+ I ) . Notice again that T, the current time. is the
running variable.
The uniqueness anduniquecontinuationproperty
assumed forthesolution
of (8) for each 2-20 and y , in
( - 00,co)ensure that the map P,H&+~ defined by (26a)
is one-to-oneandonto.Thus,
p,+ &-+
and y,+
in (26b) and (26c) can be calculated and stored as functions of &+ I over (- c o , co)by varying &.over (- c c , x.).
These stored functions can then be used to provide optimal
updated filtering solutions

&+,

&+I3

corn01

VOL.
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value problem defined by the recurrence relations (26) and
(28) and the initial conditions (30) and (31). Conversely, it
is straightfornard to establish by induction that a solution
of the initial value problem yields a solution to the original
nonlinear two-point boundary value problem (8).
VI.
DISCUSSION

An initial value problem has been developed that is
formally equivalent to the well-known nonlinear two-point
boundary value problem associated with the least squares
optimizationproblem outlined in Section 11. With new
equations to work with, it is hoped that new approaches to
~ ( T + l ~ T + l ) - x ( T + l , y ~ + I , T + l ) - ~ , ~ l ( l ’ , + l ) establishing existence and uniqueness of solutions for both
theoptimization problem andthe two-point boundary
(27a) value problem will become apparent. What is needed is a
l i ( ~ + l ~ ~ + l ) ~ ~ ( ~ + l , ~ , + l l ~ + l ) - Y , + , ( y careful
, + , ) detailed investigation of the interrelationship of all
three viewpoints.
(27b)
The sequential nonlinear filtering equations which confor the original nonlinear two-point boundary value prob- stitute the initial value problem can be used in practice to
lem (8) when the duration of the process is increased from locate critical process duration lengths T at which a soluT to T + 1 and the additional observation y,+ I is obtained. tion either bifurcates or ceases to exist. Specifically, for any
Secondly, combining (21) and (26a), the following recur- value of T for which the solution blows up, we automatirence relations are obtained for each fixed time point t>O, cally know there is some difficulty with both the two-point
boundary value problemandtheoptimization
problem,
Tat
(284
x(t,PT+l,T+l)=X(t,P,,T),
and further investigations would have to be made. This is
Tzt
(28b) one of the great potential computational advantages that
p(t,~,+I’T+l)=p(t,P,,T),
the sequential nonlinear filtering equations have over an
iterativesolution of the nonlinear two-point boundary
value problem or adirectapproachtotheoptimization
(28c) problem.
In a companion paper [16] a tabular method is develAs before, x( t , &-- T+ 1) and p ( t , &+ T+ 1) in (28a)
and (28b) canbe calculated andstoredasfunctions
of oped for numerically implementing the sequential nonlinPr+ over ( - x , x) by varying & over (- x , x . ) . These ear filtering equations. The accuracy and efficiency of the
stored functions canthen be used to provide optimal method are illustrated by means of several numerical examples of the form
updated smoothing solutions
&+

~(t)T+l)~~(t,y,,,,T+l), Tat

(294

li(tlT+l)~p(t,yrcI,T+1), Tar

(29b)

X,+I

=axz + f ? x ; ,

y, = X , + q r ,

t=O;. .,T- 1
t=O.-.

. ,T.

It would be useful to extend the present sequential
for the values x, and p, of the original nonlinear two-point
boundaryproblem
(8) ata fixed time point t as the solution procedure to multidimensional problems with only
duration of the process is increased from T to T+ 1, T>t. partially observable states.In [17] we indicate how this
might be done for a class of dynamic nonlinear economic
and the additional observation yT+I is obtained.
Finally, initialconditionsforthe
recurrence relations models having the form
(26) are provided by
x,+I=fr(x,)+u,,
t+O;...T-l
Po(Po)=Po.

-coJocPo<x:

(304

yZ=h,(x,)+u,,

t=O:..,T

(30b) where x , in R“ is the state vector, y, in R‘ is an observation
on x,. and u , and t’, are disturbances which may or may not
Using the initial conditions (30). (26) canbeintegrated
have CI priori constraints placed upon them, e.g.. EM,= O
forward to obtain initial conditions
and Ec, = O .
X ( L P , , o=P,(b,)?
-x<P,<r;o
(31a)
yo(Po)=O,

PL(t,P,.t)-Y,(P,L

-cfJ<Bo<%.

-=<P,<.o

(31b)
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Quasi-Solutions, Vector Lyapunov
Functions, and Monotone Method
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Absfruct-The notion of quasi-solution H ~ c hwas introduced earlier
has been developed in this paper. Further, the notion of coupled quasisolutions and coupled maximal and minimal solutions has been introduced.
It is shown that the idea of quasi-solutions leads to isolated subsystems,
and has obtained error estimates between solutions and quasi-solutions.
Also, monotone iterative techniqueshave been developed to obtain coupled
maximal and minimal quasi-solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

T IS now well knownthat the method of vector Lyapunov
functions provides an effective tool to investigate the
properties of large scale interconnecteddynamical and
control systems [3]-[5], [ 113-[ 151. Several Lyapunov functions result in a natural way in the study of such systems
bythedecompositionand
aggregation method [1]-[4],
[12]-[14]. However, an unpleasant fact in this approach is
the requirement of quasi-monotone property on the comparison system sincecomparison systemswith a desired
property like stability exist without satisfying quasimonotone property. Also, in the study of comparison the-
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